
Trip%Week%Homework%and%FORMAL%assignment%

55%homework/classwork%points%

25)formal)points)

Due)3/24)

Read%

• Read%541;601%and%Complete%Reading%Guide%(15%points,%HW)%

• Reading%Guide%607;%677%and%Complete%Reading%Guide%(25%points)%

• Read%Containment%and%the%Cold%War%from%the%State%Department%(attached)%

• Read%Truman%and%His%Doctrine%(attached)%%

• Primary%Sources%Origins%of%the%Cold%War%and%Soviet;American%Confrontation%

and%complete%questions%(15%points)%

• Watch:%http://www.c;span.org/video/?15026;1/eisenhower;farewell;

address%or%Read%(attached)%Eisenhower’s%farewell%speech%and%answer%the%

following%(15%Points):%

1. President%Eisenhower%identifies%a%number%of%serious%issues%in%America’s%

future.%What%are%these%issues%and%which%does%he%apparently%consider%the%

most%dangerous?%

2. How%does%President%Eisenhower%see%the%military%as%both%“a%vital%element”%

and%yet%capable%of%“unwarranted%influence”?%

3. President%Eisenhower%frequently%puts%forth%a%sense%of%keeping%key%issues%

in%“balance.”%How%is%that%perception%manifested%in%this%speech?%

• Watch%Crash%Course%US%History%episode%37%

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9C72ISMF_D0%

• And%Episode%38%https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y2IcmLkuhG0%%

• Complete)FRQ)Question)due:)Minimum)length,)2B3)pages)double)spaced,)

5)paragraphs)(Formal)25)points))

Compare(and(contrast(the(Cold(War(foreign(policies(of(Harry(Truman((1945–1953)(

and(Dwight(Eisenhower((1953–1961)((

% %
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AP U.S. History Long Essay Rubric
Maximum Possible Points: 6

A. Thesis 0–1 point
Skills assessed: Argumentation + targeted skill
States a thesis that directly addresses all parts of the question. The thesis must do more 
than restate the question
1 point

B. Support for argument: 0–2 points
Skills assessed: Argumentation, Use of Evidence
Supports the stated thesis (or makes a 
relevant argument) using specific evidence

OR

Supports the stated thesis (or makes 
a relevant argument) using specific 
evidence, clearly and consistently stating 
how the evidence supports the thesis or 
argument, and establishing clear linkages 
between the evidence and the thesis or 
argument

1 point 2 points

C. Application of targeted historical thinking skill: 0–2 points
Skill assessed: Targeted skill
For questions assessing CONTINUITY AND CHANGE OVER TIME
Describes historical continuity AND 
change over time

OR

Describes historical continuity AND 
change over time, and analyzes specific 
examples that illustrate historical 
continuity AND change over time

1 point 2 points

For questions assessing COMPARISON
Describes similarities AND differences 
among historical developments

OR

Describes similarities AND differences 
among historical developments, providing 
specific examples
AND
Analyzes the reasons for their similarities 
AND/OR differences
OR, DEPENDING ON THE PROMPT,
Evaluates the relative significance of the 
historical developments

1 point 2 points
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For questions assessing CAUSATION
Describes causes AND/OR effects of a 
historical development

OR

Describes causes AND/OR effects of 
a historical development and analyzes 
specific examples that illustrate 
causes AND/OR effects of a historical 
development

1 point 2 points

For questions assessing PERIODIZATION
Describes the ways in which the historical 
development specified in the prompt was 
different from OR similar to developments 
that preceded and/or followed OR

Analyzes the extent to which the 
historical development specified in the 
prompt was different from AND similar 
to developments that preceded and/or 
followed, providing specific examples to 
illustrate the analysis

1 point 2 points

D. Synthesis: 0–1 point
Skill assessed: Synthesis
Response synthesizes the argument, evidence, and context into a coherent and persuasive 
essay by accomplishing one or more of the following as relevant to the question.
Appropriately 
extends or 
modifies the 
stated thesis or 
argument

OR

Explicitly employs 
an additional 
appropriate 
category 
of analysis 
(e.g., political, 
economic, 
social, cultural, 
geographical, 
race/ethnicity, 
gender) beyond 
that called for in 
the prompt

OR

The argument 
appropriately 
connects the 
topic of the 
question to 
other historical 
periods, 
geographical 
areas, contexts, 
or circumstances

OR

(World and 
European 
History) Draws 
on appropriate 
ideas and 
methods from 
different fields 
of inquiry or 
disciplines in 
support of the 
argument

1 point 1 point 1 point 1 point
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WBA(Reading%Guide%%
Pages%545;601%(
%

1. Utilizing%specifics,%summarize%the%origins%of%the%Cold%War.%%(545;546)%%%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

2. Explain%why%“Russia”%is%seen%as%such%a%threat%to%the%U.S.?%Describe%the%rising%
tensions%between%the%USSR%and%the%US.%(547;%548)%

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

3. What%is%the%“Iron%Curtain?”%(548)%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

4. How%does%the%“ideological%confrontation%with%the%Soviets”%manifest%itself%in%
term%of%US%foreign%policy?%(549)%

%
%
%
%
%



5. What%is%the%Truman%Doctrine?%(549)%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

%
6. Describe%the%postwar%affluence%of%the%United%States%and%what%caused%it.%Make%

sure%to%explain%the%two%“forces”%that%dominated%the%nation’s%economy%during%
this%period.%(571;574)%

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

7. How%is%the%secondary%labor%market%different%from%the%other%jobs%being%
created%in%the%American%Economy?%(581)%

%
%
%
%
%
%
%

8. How%would%you%compare%post;war%immigrants%to%earlier%wave%of%American%
immigrants?%Describe%the%nature%of%the%discrimination%against%these%groups.%
(584;586)%

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

9. What%is%the%service%industry?%%How%does%this%sector%confuse%the%issue%of%class?%
(586;587)%



%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

10. What%is%the%role%of%women%in%this%industry?%%%Why%does%the%image%of%the%
working%woman%change%from%“Rosie%the%Riveter”%into%something%else?%In%turn,%
what%gender%roles%get%placed%on%men?%(587;589)%

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

11. What%trends%led%to%the%homogenizing%of%American%society?%(590;591)%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

12. What%is%a%Levittown?%What%is%its%significance%to%the%affluent%society?%(592;
593)%

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

13. Outline%the%consequences%of%the%growth%of%suburbs%(594;595)%
%



%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

14. How%does%television%play%a%role%in%creating%and%reflecting%50’s%culture?%(597;
598)%

%
%
%
%
%
%
% %



%
%
WBA(Reading%Guide%
Pages%607;624%;676%
%
%

1) What%is%the%significance%of%the%Brown(v.(Board(of(Education(decision?(Describe%
what%happened%at%Central%High%School%in%Little%Rock%and%explain%its%
connection%to%Brown.((608;609)(

(
(
(
(
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

2) What%are%the%tactics%used%in%Montgomery%by%the%activists%and%what%are%the%
outcomes?%(609;612)%

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

3) What%happens%in%Greensboro,%North%Carolina?%%Who%are%the%Freedom%Riders?%
(612;613)%

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%



4) What%is%SNCC?%%What%is%CORE?%%Create%a%two%column%chart%comparing%and%
contrasting%both.%(612;613)%

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

5) Describe%the%maps%on%page%615.%%What%is%changing?%%Why%is%this%so%
significant?%(615)%

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

6) Describe%the%two%major%consequences%of%Kennedy’s%assassination.%(619)%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

7) %Describe%the%main%characteristics%of%Johnson’s%“Great%Society”%legislation.%
Make%sure%to%address%civil%rights,%medical%care,%immigration,%and%the%war%on%
poverty.%(621;624)%

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%



%
%

8) %Explain%the%origins%of%the%New%Left%and%describe%whom%it%was%composed%of.%
Which%political%and%social%issues%did%the%New%Left%seek%to%address%and%how%
so?%(641;645)%

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

9) %Why%is%1968%such%an%important%year?%List%and%explain%the%events%that%
happened%during%this%period.%(649;654)%

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

10) %What%events%and%policies%define%the%Nixon%administration?%(654;657)%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%



11) What%developments%comprise%the%Environmental%Movement?%%(657;%660)%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

12) Explain%why%American%feminism%was%reborn%in%the%late%1960s.%Outline%areas%
of%concern%that%feminists%addressed,%making%sure%to%discuss%employment,%
societal%perception%of%women,%and%health%care.%How%did%the%women’s%
movement%foster%the%gay%and%lesbian%rights%movement?%(662;666)%

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

13) What%happened%in%New%York%City%on%May%8,%1970?%What%was%created%from%
this%event?%(671;672)%
%
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%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%



14) Describe%why%the%New%Left%sparked%resentment%from%many%working;class%
Americans.%%How%did%Nixon%use%energy%of%the%new%conservative%movement%in%
his%1972%reelection%campaign?%(672;673)%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

15) What%was%“Watergate”?%Explain%the%origins%of%the%crisis%and%its%impact%of%the%
White%House.%(674;676)%
%

%
%

%
%
% %



State Department Containment and Cold War, 1945-1961 

The Department of State reached the zenith of its power and influence in the period immediately after 
World War II under the guidance of three strong and influential Secretaries of State: George Marshall, 
Dean Acheson, and John Foster Dulles. The “Cold War” brought major changes to U.S. policy abroad, 
while McCarthyism targeted the Department at home.  

The World in 1945 

When Harry S Truman became President in April 1945, much of Europe and Asia lay in ruins. Although 
the Axis powers had been defeated, an ominous new threat appeared on the horizon. The United States and 
the Soviet Union, who were allies during World War II, emerged from the war as global powers, 
increasingly in conflict with each other. By 1947, efforts to maintain cooperation between Washington and 
Moscow had broken down completely. President Truman, working closely with two assertive Secretaries of 
State—George C. Marshall (1947-1949) and Dean G. Acheson (1949-1953)—took decisive steps to contain 
Soviet expansion in regions in which the United States had vital interests. The United States was about to 
enter a new kind of war: the “Cold War.”  

George Kennan and Containment 

At the end of the war, the Soviet Union was a closed society under the iron grip of Joseph Stalin. 

Few in the West had experience with the communist state and even fewer understood what motivated the 
Soviets. One man who had first hand knowledge was a Foreign Service officer, George F. Kennan. In 1946, 
while he was Chargé d’Affaires in Moscow, Kennan sent an 8,000-word telegram to the Department—the 
now-famous “long telegram”—on the aggressive nature of Stalin’s foreign policy. Kennan, writing as “Mr. 
X,” published an outline of his philosophy in the prestigious journal Foreign Affairs in 1947. His 
conclusion was that “the main element of any United States policy toward the Soviet Union must be that of 
a long-term patient but firm and vigilant containment of Russian expansive tendencies.” Containment 
provided a conceptual framework for a series of successful initiatives undertaken from 1947 to 1950 to 
blunt Soviet expansion. 

The Truman Doctrine and the Marshall Plan 

The first step was the “Truman Doctrine” of March 1947, which reflected the combativeness of President 
Harry Truman. Truman wanted to “scare the hell” out of Congress. Arguing that Greece and Turkey could 
fall victim to subversion without support from friendly nations, Truman asked Congress to authorize $400-
million in emergency assistance. To justify this course, he said: “I believe we must assist free peoples to 
work out their destinies in their own way.” The key to preventing the overthrow of free nations was to 
attack the conditions of “misery and want” that nurtured totalitarianism. 

Soon this general principle was applied to Western Europe as a whole. In June 1947, Secretary George C. 
Marshall proposed the extension of massive economic assistance to the devastated nations of Europe, 
saying that the policy of the United States was not directed “against any country or doctrine but against 
hunger, poverty, desperation, and chaos. Its purpose should be the revival of a working economy in the 
world so as to permit the existence of political and social conditions in which free institutions can exist.” 

What the Secretary of State left unsaid was that while the U.S. plan would be open to the Soviet Union and 
its satellites in Eastern Europe, it emphasized the free market economy as the best path to economic 
reconstruction—and the best defense against communism in Western Europe. Congress responded to 
Marshall’s proposal by authorizing the European Recovery Program, better known as the Marshall Plan. 



An investment of about $13 billion in Europe during the next few years resulted in the extraordinarily rapid 
and durable reconstruction of a democratic Western Europe. 

Containment and Collective Defense 

It was also inevitable that the policy of containment would develop a political-military dimension. In June 
1948, Senator Arthur H. Vandenberg of Michigan sponsored a resolution in the Senate that called for the  

“progressive development of regional and other collective arrangements for individual and collective self-
defense in accordance with the purposes, principles, and provisions of the [United Nations] Charter.” 

President Truman had already applied the principles of containment to Latin America. The Rio Pact, signed 
in September 1947, provided that “an armed attack by any State shall be considered as an attack against all 
the American States and, consequently, each one of the said Contracting Parties undertakes to assist in 
meeting the attack.” Collective security was invoked again in the North Atlantic Treaty. Signed in 
Washington in April 1949, it created the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO). The Rio Pact and the 
NATO Alliance formally marked the end of George Washington’s policy of no entangling alliances. 
Economic assistance and collective defense agreements became the bulwark of Western containment 
policy. 

A Changing Role for the Secretary 

After 1945, most Secretaries of State were chosen because they possessed broad foreign policy experience 
and the management skills deemed essential to effective performance. Secretaries traveled extensively to 
negotiate and coordinate with their foreign counterparts and chiefs of state, but they also had to spend a 
large amount of time on administration. Although the burdens of office increased exponentially, Secretaries 
also gained prestige, as a consequence of the high priority now accorded to foreign relations. 

During this period, the Department absorbed several wartime organizations dealing with international 
economic affairs into its permanent bureaucratic structure. In August 1946, the Department created a new 
Under Secretary for Economic Affairs to manage the complex economic component of U.S. foreign policy. 
Working with the existing Assistant Secretary for Economic Affairs, the Under Secretary supervised 
international economic activities and established effective relations with the International Bank for 
Reconstruction and Development (IBRD), the International Monetary Fund (IMF), and the UN’s Food and 
Agriculture Organization (FAO).  

A change in foreign policy required a change in the Foreign Service as well. Congress passed the Foreign 
Service Act of 1946, which was intended to “improve, strengthen, and expand the Foreign Service . . . and 
to consolidate and revise the laws relating to its administration.” A new Director General and a Foreign 
Service Board were created to improve administration, while a new Board of Examiners maintained the 
principle of competitive entrance. The law also provided for improvements in assignments policy, 
promotion procedures, allowances and benefits, home leave, and the retirement system. In recognition of 
the growing importance of specialized experience, the act also created the Foreign Service Reserve for 
lawyers, doctors, economists, and intelligence analysts. Finally, the Foreign Service School became the 
Foreign Service Institute and offered advanced training for Department personnel in subjects of critical 
importance in the rapidly changing world. 

In April 1947, the Department of State moved to new quarters, the wartime home of the War Department, 
now available after the completion of the Pentagon. The new headquarters of the Department of State was 
located in northwest Washington, D.C., in an area known as Foggy Bottom.  

A New National Security Structure 



The new challenges and responsibilities of the Cold War convinced many in Congress that Truman’s 
foreign policy establishment needed reform because it relied heavily on a few key White House aides. In 
July 1947, Congress passed the National Security Act, which would have a profound effect on the 
Department of State. Proponents of reform wanted to coordinate foreign, defense, and domestic policy by 
establishing the National Security Council (NSC) under the chairmanship of the President and composed of 
only six permanent members: the Secretaries of State, Defense, Army, Navy, and Air Force, and the 
Chairman of the National Resources Board. The President could designate the heads of other executive 
departments, such as the Director of the new Central Intelligence Agency, to attend if needed. 

Under the terms of the legislation, the NSC would consist of a small staff headed by an Executive Secretary 
appointed by the President. There was no legislative provision for the post of “national security adviser,” 
and the small NSC staff had no role in the formulation or implementation of policy. 

Truman did not take well to the idea that his foreign policy advisers would be mandated by Congressional 
legislation, and he rarely attended the initial meetings of the National Security Council. The Secretary of 
State was named as the ranking member in his absence, and the Department of State controlled the NSC 
and its operations. The State Department’s Policy Planning Staff wrote most of the NSC’s papers, which 
after discussion by the Council and approval by Truman, were then disseminated to the bureaucracy in 
summary form as NSC actions. 

Under Truman, the NSC did not displace the Secretary of State as the President's senior adviser on 
international questions; it simply required all agencies to contribute to the decision-making process. With 
the proliferation of new issues and new U.S. agencies active overseas, the State Department could not on its 
own control everything. The NSC was the mechanism through which the Department of State could exert 
consistent influence on national security policy. Used properly, it had the potential to deploy the vast array 
of American power—diplomatic, political, economic, psychological, and military—to reach common goals. 
This was an objective that the Department had failed to achieve during the troubled years between 1914 
and 1945. 

But the Department of State could only realize its full potential in the new institutional context if the 
Secretary of State gained the confidence of the President. Both Secretary Marshall and Secretary Acheson 
did, and Truman tended to bypass the slower-moving National Security Council. Truman was always 
anxious to complete action on important questions, and he wanted to make his decision as soon as he had a 
sound basis to do so. Secretary Acheson, noted one biographer, “could always provide an adequate basis, or 
its appearance, before any rival body . . . In the race with time, which was the key to influence over the 
President, Acheson was unbeatable.”  

NSC-68 and the Korean War  

The events of 1949 made foreign policy the nation’s top priority. NATO became a working alliance, the 
United States provided military assistance to Europe, the Soviet Union detonated an atomic bomb, and the 
Mao Zedong’s communist party took control of mainland China. The Department of State ordered a 
complete review of American strategic and military policy, and, in April 1950, the Department sent a paper 
calling for a broad-based and reinvigorated containment policy toward the Soviet Union, directly to the 
President. The paper later became known as NSC-68. After the outbreak of fighting on the Korean 
peninsula, NSC-68 was accepted throughout the government as the foundation of American foreign policy 

When North Korea invaded South Korea in June 1950, the United States sponsored a "police action"—a 
war in all but name—under the auspices of the United Nations. The Department of State coordinated U.S. 
strategic decisions with the other 16 countries contributing troops to the fighting. In addition, the 
Department worked closely with the government of Syngman Rhee, encouraging him to implement reform 
so that the UN claim of defending democracy in Korea would be accurate.  



The Korean War was difficult to fight and unpopular domestically. In late 1951, the two sides bogged down 
on the 38th parallel, and the conflict seemed reminiscent of trench warfare in World War I. The American 
public tired of a war without victory, especially when negotiation stalled as well. The stalemate eroded 
Truman’s public support and helped to elect the Republican presidential candidate, popular military hero 
General Dwight D. Eisenhower, as the next President. 

Foreign Policy under President Eisenhower  

As Supreme Allied Commander in Europe during the war, President Eisenhower had a well-earned 
reputation for staff work and organization. He was determined to make the Department of State a part of 
the NSC’s structured system of integrated policy review, and the NSC enjoyed a renaissance during his 
Administration. Discussion papers were prepared by the NSC’s own Planning Board—not the Department 
of State, and the Planning Board ironed out interdepartmental differences before a policy paper went to the 
NSC. The full Council, with Eisenhower almost always in attendance, debated the policy options and made 
decisions, which were then sent as recommendations to the President in the form of NSC actions. Another 
subcommittee, the Operations Coordinating Board, made sure that the bureaucracy carried out the 
recommendations approved by the President.  

Dulles drew a sharp line between the policy review process and day-to-day operations, which he felt were 
the exclusive province of the Department of State. Dulles also believed that some issues, such as covert 
operations, were too sensitive to be discussed by the full NSC. Because of his close ties to the President and 
his even closer relationship with his brother, CIA Director Allen Dulles, John Foster Dulles was second in 
importance only to the President at any NSC meeting. President Eisenhower often dominated the 
discussions, but Dulles remained his most influential foreign policy adviser.  

Dulles was a staunch anti-communist. For this Secretary of State there was no grey area—nations were 
either part of the “Free World” or part of the Soviet bloc; he had little time for neutralism or non-alignment. 
Secretary Dulles also had a tendency to speak dramatically. In a 1954 speech, he said that the United States 
would meet Soviet provocations not necessarily where they occurred but where the United States chose, 
based on its “deterrent of massive retaliatory power.” In a 1956 Life magazine interview, Dulles described 
how he had passed the word to the Chinese and the North Koreans that unless the communist powers 
signed the Korean armistice, the United States would unleash its atomic arsenal. Dulles claimed that by 
moving to the brink of atomic war, he ended the Korean War and avoided a larger conflict. From that point 
on, Dulles was associated with the concepts of “massive retaliation” and “brinksmanship,” a supposedly 
reckless combination of atomic saber rattling and eyeball-to-eyeball standoffs. In reality, the so-called 
atomic threat to China was less definitive than Dulles had claimed, and the Eisenhower Administration 
policy of “massive retaliation” was far more cautiously based on mutual atomic deterrence.  

During the Eisenhower years, the United States consolidated the policy of containment, although some 
critics have argued that the administration extended it too far. The United States ratified a series of bilateral 
and multilateral treaties designed to encircle the Soviet Union and its allies, including the People’s 
Republic of China (PRC). Among these arrangements were the Central Treaty Organization (CENTO); the 
Southeast Asia Treaty Organization (SEATO); and bilateral defense or security treaties with Japan, South 
Korea, the Republic of China, and the Philippines. Secretary Dulles was the most prominent advocate of 
global containment and he traveled the world tirelessly to ensure its success. In 1954, the United States 
took a strong stand in favor of the Chinese Nationalists when the PRC bombarded Taiwan’s island 
strongholds. In 1955, assistance began to flow to the new nation of South Vietnam, created after the 
withdrawal of France from Indochina. In 1958, the United States again rattled the saber to protect the 
Chinese Nationalists’ offshore islands. 

"Wristonization" 



While the Department struggled with McCarthyism, it also sought to modernize its personnel practices. 
Postwar growth produced what one historian described as  

“inertia, inflexibility, and loss of efficiency in the use of personnel.” 

Stanton Griffis, a businessman who served as ambassador to several countries, later satirized the confused 
situation. Overseas missions, he noted, constituted: 

"a fantastic network of men, women, and typewriters, who report [on] political, economic, labor, and 
agricultural conditions.” 

These reports then went to Washington, where they were immediately filed away. Then “the home team, 
having properly disposed of the information from the field, proceeds to write its own endless reports to go 
forward to the same ultimate fate in the embassies throughout the world.” 

The post-1945 personnel problems of the Department of State attracted the attention of a commission 
created to investigate all aspects of government organization after World War II, which was headed by 
former President Herbert Hoover. In 1949, the commission called for reforms to eliminate one important 
source of difficulty—the negative distinctions between Foreign Service officers and Civil Service 
employees who staffed the Department's headquarters in Washington. In 1954, Secretary of State Dulles 
asked Henry M. Wriston, the president of Brown University, to undertake a study of the Department's 
personnel practices. Dulles drew attention to a number of concerns, among them poor morale because of 
managerial shortcomings, low intake into the Foreign Service, and inequities that stemmed from variations 
in the treatment of different categories of employees. After examining these matters, Wriston called for the 
integration of many Civil Service employees into the Foreign Service, a process that took several years and 
was known as “Wristonization.” By the end of 1957, the Foreign Service had more than doubled in size to 
3,436 officers. By August 1959, 1,523 Foreign Service officers were assigned to positions in the 
Department in an effort to improve communications between Washington and the overseas missions and to 
fulfill the legal requirement that Foreign Service officers spend a portion of their careers in the United 
States. 
 

New Secretary; New Quarters 

John Foster Dulles resigned in April 1959 because of ill health and died of cancer soon afterward. Secretary 
of State Christian A. Herter, who served mostly from a wheelchair because of his severe arthritis, replaced 
him. With the death of Dulles and the approaching end of Eisenhower’s second term, U.S. foreign policy 
initiatives became less significant. The Department more often found itself responding to crises or 
explaining foreign policy failures. Negotiations with the Soviet Union on a test ban treaty collapsed, the 
shoot down of a U-2 spy plane over the Soviet Union allowed Soviet leader Nikita Khrushchev to cancel a 
planned 1960 summit, Fidel Castro introduced communism into Cuba, and the U.S. Government began 
planning for a covert invasion of Cuba. In Southeast Asia, the Eisenhower Administration committed 
additional U.S. resources and advisers, although not U.S. combat troops. 

In early January 1961, the Department of State moved into its new headquarters, which it continues to 
occupy today. Secretary Dulles and President Eisenhower had laid the cornerstone of the new building in 
September 1957; using the same trowel that George Washington had used to lay the cornerstone of the 
Capitol. The new building was an extension of the Department’s quarters in the old War Department 
building and was about four times as large. The architects designed the building on a vertical/pyramid plan, 
placing different offices of bureaus on multiple floors connected by elevators. The higher the job, the 
higher the floor. Assistant secretaries were on the sixth floor; the Secretary and his immediate staff 
occupied the seventh floor—the top working level of the building. The eighth floor was reserved for 
diplomatic reception rooms. 



The new building was in the stark modern architectural style of the 1950s. What it lacked in aesthetics, it 
attempted to compensate for in efficiency and use of space. The Department had two large conference 
rooms and a number of smaller rooms available for meetings. Most of the 7,000 employees of the 
Department, previously housed in the old State building and 29 separate annexes, moved into new offices.  

Conclusion 

When John F. Kennedy and his “New Frontiersmen” entered office in January 1961, they came with a 
reputation for being young and dynamic, but they also came with many of the same the preconceptions and 
assumptions held by Dwight Eisenhower and John Foster Dulles. A rapid succession of crises would bring 
the world to the brink of nuclear war and test the mettle of Kennedy and his diplomats. 
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Eisenhower’s Farewell Address to the Nation (complete) 
January 17, 1961 

 

My fellow Americans: 

Three days from now, after half a century in the service of our country, I shall lay down the 
responsibilities of office as, in traditional and solemn ceremony, the authority of the Presidency 
is vested in my successor. 

This evening I come to you with a message of leave-taking and farewell, and to share a few final 
thoughts with you, my countrymen. 

Like every other citizen, I wish the new President, and all who will labor with him, Godspeed. I 
pray that the coming years will be blessed with peace and prosperity for all. 

Our people expect their President and the Congress to find essential agreement on issues of great 
moment, the wise resolution of which will better shape the future of the Nation. 

My own relations with the Congress, which began on a remote and tenuous basis when, long 
ago, a member of the Senate appointed me to West Point, have since ranged to the intimate 
during the war and immediate post-war period, and, finally, to the mutually interdependent 
during these past eight years. 

In this final relationship, the Congress and the Administration have, on most vital issues, 
cooperated well, to serve the national good rather than mere partisanship, and so have assured 
that the business of the Nation should go forward. So, my official relationship with the Congress 
ends in a feeling, on my part, of gratitude that we have been able to do so much together. 

II. 

We now stand ten years past the midpoint of a century that has witnessed four major wars among 
great nations. Three of these involved our own country. Despite these holocausts America is 
today the strongest, the most influential and most productive nation in the world. Understandably 
proud of this pre-eminence, we yet realize that America's leadership and prestige depend, not 
merely upon our unmatched material progress, riches and military strength, but on how we use 
our power in the interests of world peace and human betterment. 

III. 

Throughout America's adventure in free government, our basic purposes have been to keep the 
peace; to foster progress in human achievement, and to enhance liberty, dignity and integrity 
among people and among nations. To strive for less would be unworthy of a free and religious 
people. Any failure traceable to arrogance, or our lack of comprehension or readiness to sacrifice 
would inflict upon us grievous hurt both at home and abroad. 

Progress toward these noble goals is persistently threatened by the conflict now engulfing the 
world. It commands our whole attention, absorbs our very beings. We face a hostile ideology--
global in scope, atheistic in character, ruthless in purpose, and insidious in method. Unhappily 
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the danger it poses promises to be of indefinite duration. To meet it successfully, there is called 
for, not so much the emotional and transitory sacrifices of crisis, but rather those which enable us 
to carry forward steadily, surely, and without complaint the burdens of a prolonged and complex 
struggle--with liberty the stake. Only thus shall we remain, despite every provocation, on our 
charted course toward permanent peace and human betterment. 

Crises there will continue to be. In meeting them, whether foreign or domestic, great or small, 
there is a recurring temptation to feel that some spectacular and costly action could become the 
miraculous solution to all current difficulties. A huge increase in newer elements of our defense; 
development of unrealistic programs to cure every ill in agriculture; a dramatic expansion in 
basic and applied research--these and many other possibilities, each possibly promising in itself, 
may be suggested as the only way to the road we wish to travel. 

But each proposal must be weighed in the light of a broader consideration: the need to maintain 
balance in and among national programs-balance between the private and the public economy, 
balance between cost and hoped for advantage--balance between the clearly necessary and the 
comfortably desirable; balance between our essential requirements as a nation and the duties 
imposed by the nation upon the individual; balance between actions of the moment and the 
national welfare of the future. Good judgment seeks balance and progress; lack of it eventually 
finds imbalance and frustration. 

The record of many decades stands as proof that our people and their government have, in the 
main, understood these truths and have responded to them well, in the face of stress and threat. 
But threats, new in kind or degree, constantly arise. I mention two only. 

IV. 

A vital element in keeping the peace is our military establishment. Our arms must be mighty, 
ready for instant action, so that no potential aggressor may be tempted to risk his own 
destruction. 

Our military organization today bears little relation to that known by any of my predecessors in 
peacetime, or indeed by the fighting men of World War II or Korea. 

Until the latest of our world conflicts, the United States had no armaments industry. American 
makers of plowshares could, with time and as required, make swords as well. But now we can no 
longer risk emergency improvisation of national defense; we have been compelled to create a 
permanent armaments industry of vast proportions. Added to this, three and a half million men 
and women are directly engaged in the defense establishment. We annually spend on military 
security more than the net income of all United States corporations. 

This conjunction of an immense military establishment and a large arms industry is new in the 
American experience. The total influence-economic, political, even spiritual--is felt in every city, 
every State house, every office of the Federal government. We recognize the imperative need for 
this development. Yet we must not fail to comprehend its grave implications. Our toil, resources 
and livelihood are all involved; so is the very structure of our society. 

In the councils of government, we must guard against the acquisition of unwarranted influence, 
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whether sought or unsought, by the military-industrial complex. The potential for the disastrous 
rise of misplaced power exists and will persist. 

We must never let the weight of this combination endanger our liberties or democratic processes. 
We should take nothing for granted. Only an alert and knowledgeable citizenry can compel the 
proper meshing of the huge industrial and military machinery of defense with our peaceful 
methods and goals, so that security and liberty may prosper together. 

Akin to, and largely responsible for the sweeping changes in our industrial-military posture, has 
been the technological revolution during recent decades. 

In this revolution, research has become central; it also becomes more formalized, complex, and 
costly. A steadily increasing share is conducted for, by, or at the direction of, the Federal 
government. 

Today, the solitary inventor, tinkering in his shop, has been overshadowed by task forces of 
scientists in laboratories and testing fields. In the same fashion, the free university, historically 
the fountainhead of free ideas and scientific discovery, has experienced a revolution in the 
conduct of research. Partly because of the huge costs involved, a government contract becomes 
virtually a substitute for intellectual curiosity. For every old blackboard there are now hundreds 
of new electronic computers. 

The prospect of domination of the nation's scholars by Federal employment, project allocations, 
and the power of money is ever present--and is gravely to be regarded. 

Yet, in holding scientific research and discovery in respect, as we should, we must also be alert 
to the equal and opposite danger that public policy could itself become the captive of a scientific-
technological elite. 

It is the task of statesmanship to mold, to balance, and to integrate these and other forces, new 
and old, within the principles of our democratic system--ever aiming toward the supreme goals 
of our free society. 

V. 

Another factor in maintaining balance involves the element of time. As we peer into society's 
future, we--you and I, and our government-must avoid the impulse to live only for today, 
plundering, for our own ease and convenience, the precious resources of tomorrow. We cannot 
mortgage the material assets of our grandchildren without risking the loss also of their political 
and spiritual heritage. We want democracy to survive for all generations to come, not to become 
the insolvent phantom of tomorrow. 

VI. 

Down the long lane of the history yet to be written America knows that this world of ours, ever 
growing smaller, must avoid becoming a community of dreadful fear and hate, and be, instead, a 
proud confederation of mutual trust and respect. 

Such a confederation must be one of equals. The weakest must come to the conference table with 
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the same confidence as do we, protected as we are by our moral, economic, and military strength. 
That table, though scarred by many past frustrations, cannot be abandoned for the certain agony 
of the battlefield. 

Disarmament, with mutual honor and confidence, is a continuing imperative. Together we must 
learn how to compose differences, not with arms, but with intellect and decent purpose. Because 
this need is so sharp and apparent I confess that I lay down my official responsibilities in this 
field with a definite sense of disappointment. As one who has witnessed the horror and the 
lingering sadness of war--as one who knows that another war could utterly destroy this 
civilization which has been so slowly and painfully built over thousands of years--I wish I could 
say tonight that a lasting peace is in sight. 

Happily, I can say that war has been avoided. Steady progress toward our ultimate goal has been 
made. But, so much remains to be done. As a private citizen, I shall never cease to do what little 
I can to help the world advance along that road. 

VII. 

So--in this my last good night to you as your President--I thank you for the many opportunities 
you have given me for public service in war and peace. I trust that in that service you find some 
things worthy; as for the rest of it, I know you will find ways to improve performance in the 
future. 

You and I--my fellow citizens--need to be strong in our faith that all nations, under God, will 
reach the goal of peace with justice. May we be ever unswerving in devotion to principle, 
confident but humble with power, diligent in pursuit of the Nation's great goals. 

To all the peoples of the world, I once more give expression to America's prayerful and 
continuing aspiration: 

We pray that peoples of all faiths, all races, all nations, may have their great human needs 
satisfied; that those now denied opportunity shall come to enjoy it to the full; that all who yearn 
for freedom may experience its spiritual blessings; that those who have freedom will understand, 
also, its heavy responsibilities; that all who are insensitive to the needs of others will learn 
charity; that the scourges of poverty, disease and ignorance will be made to disappear from the 
earth, and that, in the goodness of time, all peoples will come to live together in a peace 
guaranteed by the binding force of mutual respect and love. 

 

 

Transcription courtesy of the Dwight D. Eisenhower Presidential Library and Museum. 
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Winston Churchill, Harry S.
Truman, and Joseph Stalin
at Potsdam, 1945. (Gilder
Lehrman Collection)

The Cold War

Truman and His Doctrine:
Revolutionary, Unprecedented, and
Bipartisan
by Elizabeth Edwards Spalding

In February 1947, the British government privately told the United States that it
would no longer be able to guarantee the security and independence of Greece
and Turkey. President Harry S. Truman had known this time would come and had
already initiated research into military aid to the two countries in August 1946.
The Soviet Union had been acting offensively since the end of World War II,
throughout Europe as well as in Asia and the Turkish Straits, and especially with
respect to Iran, Greece, and Turkey. Truman grasped that the United States
would have to make an extraordinary and unprecedented commitment to Greece
and Turkey, in the region he referred to as the “gateway” between East and
West.

Truman knew that any policy he proposed would be unprecedented. After the
Second World War, most Americans wanted a return to ordinary times. Until
1946, many still thought of the Soviet Union as either an ally or a normal great
power. Even when Americans started to become wary of the USSR, they expected the United Nations to
resolve any problems. Through rhetoric and action, Truman had been educating his fellow Americans
since 1945 about the nature and stakes of the Cold War. Given the limitations of the United Nations
—notably, the USSR had a veto vote as a permanent member of the Security Council, and the UN did not
even have enough funds to build its own headquarters—Truman realized that the United States was the
only power that would be able to lead the free world. He had no idea how long the struggle last, but he
perceived that the Cold War between East and West would be fought on political, strategic, economic, and
moral terms.

Thus, Truman set out to frame the American strategy that would become known as containment. His
statesmanship was central to the conception and implementation of this strategy. His words and actions
reflected his understanding that the president—a unitary, chief executive able to act with energy, secrecy,
and dispatch in times of emergency—is primary in foreign policy. But Truman also realized that,
constitutionally and institutionally, he needed both to involve and persuade the legislative branch.

HIDE FULL ESSAY

At the end of February, a few days after hearing from the British, Truman invited congressional leaders to
the White House for an important meeting about the situation in Greece and Turkey and its connection to
the growing Cold War. Everyone from the majority and minority leaderships to the chairmen and ranking
members of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, House Committee on Foreign Affairs, and
Appropriations committees was in attendance. Truman knew these men to be internationalists, but some
were focused on Europe, while others placed their trust in the United Nations. These legislators were
leery of appropriating large funds for non-constituents while a domestic economy that had been plagued
with labor strikes was still making a postwar conversion to peacetime.

After preliminary remarks, Truman depended on Secretary of State George Marshall to make a compelling
case to the congressional leaders. Though the famed World War II general was respected—truly,
revered—by all, Marshall failed. Truman then turned to Undersecretary of State Dean Acheson, who had
been contending with the main aspects of the crisis (especially with Marshall frequently on diplomatic
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travel in Europe). By all accounts, Acheson was both forceful and persuasive. A long silence followed his
presentation, and then the new Senate majority leader, a Republican, said, “Mr. President, if you will say
that to the Congress and the country, I will support you and I believe that most of its members will do the
same.” The formal strategy of containment was born.

Truman invited the congressional leaders back for another White House meeting on March 10. Then, on
March 12, 1947, he gave the speech for which he will always be remembered. In the struggle America
faced, said Truman, “One way of life is based upon the will of the majority, and is distinguished by free
institutions, representative government, free elections, guarantees of individual liberty, freedom of speech
and religion, and freedom from political oppression.” By contrast, he continued, “The second way of life is
based upon the will of a minority forcibly imposed upon the majority” and relies on terror, oppression, and
the negating of free will and choice. Truman stated outright that the United States had to help “free
peoples to maintain their free institutions and their national integrity” against aggressive movements from
totalitarian regimes. “This is,” he said, “no more than a frank recognition that totalitarian regimes imposed
upon free peoples, by direct or indirect aggression, undermine the foundations of international peace and
hence the security of the United States.” Truman made his remarks knowing that the way ahead would be
difficult and that much would be required of him as president. At the same time, he proceeded knowing he
had the support and confidence of congressional leaders of both parties.

The nature and exigencies of the Cold War drew out of Truman a strategy that was American rather than
partisan. Truman started with first principles. When he considered an international environment that would
sustain and advance the free world, he talked about freedom, justice, and order; and he deliberately put
these principles in that precise order. Truman wanted peace for the world’s peoples, but he saw that
freedom must precede order because freedom would provide the first and deepest roots for peace. Next,
Truman understood that the regime of a people was decisive in both domestic and international politics.
He expressed his understanding of justice as a reflection of the principles of the specific regime. He
maintained that the principles held and practiced by liberal democracy—unlike those of communist
totalitarianism—grew from and toward concerns of justice. Truman associated order with a free people
first embracing and then maintaining liberty and justice through a fair system of laws. To him, order was
not merely a synonym for stability.

Truman was president after two great Democratic Party models of expansive presidential power:
Woodrow Wilson and Franklin Roosevelt. Truman admired both of these men in key regards, but he did
not worship them. He looked to them as examples, but he also held up George Washington, Thomas
Jefferson, and Andrew Jackson as superior models. All of these men were precedent setters in
presidential power—using their powers according to the circumstances of their time—and Truman
followed their lead.

The extraordinary nature of the Cold War prompted Truman to exercise presidential power in a sharp and
often assertive way. Truman spoke morally in black-and-white terms. For him, the Cold War was a conflict
between good and evil, freedom and tyranny, liberal democracy and totalitarianism, capitalism and
communism. Truman wielded presidential power in a combination of political, military, and economic
programs and policies. Consider the revolutionary nature of the containment strategy. Containment
committed the United States to world politics as it had never been before. Consider its main programs and
policies: the Truman Doctrine, the Marshall Plan, the Berlin airlift, NATO, the decision to go forward with
the hydrogen bomb, NSC-68, and the police action called the Korean War. Truman implemented
containment with the help of both Republican and Democratic Congresses, but he was the driving force
throughout.

Truman understood the primacy of the presidency in decision-making, but he also respected the role of
Congress. He served nearly ten years in the US Senate before being tapped for the vice presidency.
During World War II, he chaired the influential “Truman Committee”—which redirected and saved millions
of dollars in defense expenditures (and many lives)—and, as part of a small number of bipartisan teams,
he went on the road with a GOP colleague from the House, Walter Judd of Minnesota, to promote a
postwar international organization. When Truman left the Senate, he also left behind many colleagues
and friends, including Arthur Vandenberg, Republican from Michigan, who, in 1945 and 1946, had been
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one of the White House’s representatives at the UN conference in San Francisco and subsequent
General Assembly meetings, and in 1947 was the new Senate majority leader and the new chairman of
the all-important Senate Foreign Relations Committee.

In 1946, Truman had not wanted to lose the Democratic majority in Congress, but the defeat turned out to
be a blessing. Many of his fellow Democrats were anti-communist but enamored of the United Nations.
Republican anti-communists, however, were either UN supporters who believed that the organization was
being tainted by the Soviet Union, or UN skeptics. In terms of establishing the American leadership
necessary to fight the Cold War, Truman accomplished more with the GOP majority in the 80th Congress
of 1947 and 1948 than he would have with a Democratic majority. He was indeed fortunate to have
Vandenberg on his side.

Another significant reason Truman excelled at bipartisanship was his success at executive-legislative
cooperation. This is further testimony to Truman’s statesmanship, since presidents do not always make
simultaneous distinctions and connections between bipartisanship and executive-legislative cooperation.
Some tension must exist between and among our branches of government to ensure that each does its
job as vigorously as possible, and checks and balances and separation of powers must be maintained. In
the case of foreign policy, however, some or much—depending on the circumstances—cooperation is
required. Truman not only had congressional experience, but he was also a keen, lifelong student of the
presidency. He found it natural to invite members of Congress to the White House for frequent, ongoing
conversations and to send top advisors to meet, work, and socialize with senators and congressmen.
Truman ultimately sought their cooperation on his terms, but he included congressional leaders of both
parties in the major components of containment, realizing that he needed their help in order to pass
policies and put them into practice.

On this note, Truman was a canny tactician. He built bipartisanship into containment, in order to secure
support for an extraordinary new era in US foreign policy. The Truman Doctrine was an unprecedented
commitment on part of United States—Truman had in mind more than just Greece and Turkey, and $400
million would not be the last expenditure in Cold War foreign policy—and Truman included all the
Republican and Democratic congressional leaders in his efforts to get them on board. He did not intend
for the new doctrine to be named for him, although it was within several days. The Marshall Plan was also
unprecedented in US foreign policy. Truman was now talking about tens of billions of dollars, rather than
the hundreds of millions of the Truman Doctrine. In another brilliant move, he pushed for the European
Recovery Program to be named for Secretary of State George Marshall, because of Marshall’s national
and international status. The great World War II general was known as the man who refused to join a
party and called himself “non-partisan.” NATO was still another unprecedented commitment in US foreign
policy. No one could predict either the expiration date or the financial cost of this alliance. Truman
—especially through Undersecretary of State Robert Lovett, a Republican who was close friends with
Vandenberg—asked Vandenberg to take the lead. With White House backing, Vandenberg steered the
Vandenberg Resolution through the Senate, making it legitimate for the United States to join the North
Atlantic Alliance and other regional collective defense arrangements. In so doing, Truman built a
bipartisan strategy that addressed political, military, and economic requirements.

Harry Truman is many Republicans’ favorite foreign policy president. For Democratic proponents of liberal
internationalism, he is also a model. Truman was as partisan as they come—this was clear during the
1948 election campaign—but he understood that the country’s political parties had to be united in foreign
policy. Truman based his foreign policy on concepts that were distinctively American, rather Democratic or
Republican, and he laid the public and enduring foundation for the strategy that would eventually win the
Cold War.

Elizabeth Edwards Spalding is an associate professor of government at Claremont McKenna College,
where she also directs the college’s Washington, DC, semester program. She is the author of The First
Cold Warrior: Harry Truman, Containment, and the Remaking of Liberal Internationalism (2006) and many
articles on the history and politics of the Cold War.
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Origins of the Cold War and Soviet-American Confrontation 

READING(1(
From(Stettin(in(the(Baltic(to(Trieste(in(the(Adriatic(an(iron(curtain(has(descended(across(the(
Continent.(Behind(that(line(lie(all(the(capitals(of(the(ancient(states(of(Central(and(Eastern(Europe.(
Warsaw,(Berlin,(Prague,(Vienna,(Budapest,(Belgrade,(Bucharest(and(Sofia;(all(these(famous(cities(
and(the(populations(around(them(lie(in(what(I(must(call(the(Soviet(sphere,(and(all(are(subject,(in(
one(form(or(another,(not(only(to(Soviet(influence(but(to(a(very(high(and(in(some(cases(increasing(
measure(of(control(from(Moscow.(The(safety(of(the(world,(ladies(and(gentlemen,(requires(a(unity(
in(Europe,(from(which(no(nation(should(be(permanently(outcast...(Twice(the(United(States(has(
had(to(send(several(millions(of(its(young(men(across(the(Atlantic(to(fight(the(wars.(Surely(we(
should(work(with(conscious(purpose..(In(a(great(number(of(countries,(far(from(the(Russian(
frontiers(and(throughout(the(world,(Communist(fifth(columns(are(established(and(work(in(
complete(unity(and(absolute(obedience(to(the(directions(they(receive(from(the(Communist(
center.(

Winston'S.'Churchill:'"Iron'Curtain'Speech",'March'5,'1946'

READING(2(
One(cannot(forget(the(following(fact:(the(Germans(carried(out(an(invasion(of(the(U.S.S.R.(through(
Finland,(Poland,(Rumania,(Bulgaria,(and(Hungary....One(can(ask,(therefore,(what(can(be(surprising(
in(the(fact(that(the(Soviet(Union,(in(a(desire(to(ensure(its(security(for(the(future,(tries(to(achieve(
that(these(countries(should(have(governments(whose(relations(to(the(Soviet(Union(are(loyal?(

"Stalin's'Reply'to'Churchill,"'(interview'with'Pravda),'New'York'Times,'14'March'1946'

READING(3(
How(do(American(actions(since(VUJ(Day(appear(to(other(nations?(I(mean(by(actions(the(concrete(
things(like($13(billion(for(the(War(and(Navy(Departments,(the(Bikini(tests(of(the(atomic(bomb(
and(continued(production(of(bombs,(the(plan(to(arm(Latin(America(with(out(weapons,(
production(of(BU29's(and(planned(production(of(BU36's,(and(the(effort(to(secure(air(bases(spread(
over(half(the(globe....((How(would(it(look(to(us(if(Russia(had(the(atomic(bomb(and(we(did(not,(if(
Russia(had(10,000(bombers(and(air(bases(within(a(thousand(miles(of(our(coast(lines(and(we(did(
not?....Most(of(us(are(firmly(convinced(of(the(soundness(of(our(position(when(we(suggest(the(
internationalization(and(defortification(of(the(Danube(or(of(the(Dardanelles,(but(we(would(be(
horrified(and(angered(by(any(Russian(counterUproposal(that(would(involve(the(internationalizing(
and(disarming(of(Suez(or(Panama.(We(must(recognize(that(to(the(Russians(these(seem(to(be(
identical(situations.(

Secretary'of'Commerce'Henry'A.'Wallace'to'President'Harry'S.'Truman,'July'23,'1946,'in'Papers'of'
Harry'S.'Truman,'President’s'Secretary’s'Files,'Harry'S.'Truman'Library,'Independence,'Missouri'

READING(4(

The(foreign(policy(of(the(United(States,(which(reflects(the(imperialist(tendencies(of(American(
monopolistic(capital,(is(characterized(in(the(postwar(period(by(a(striving(for(world(supremacy.(
This(is(the(real(meaning(of(the(many(statements(by(Present(Truman(and(other(representatives(of(
American(ruling(circles;(that(the(United(States(has(the(right(to(lead(the(world.(All(the(forces(of(
American(diplomacy(–(the(army,(the(air(force,(the(navy,(industry,(and(science(–(are(enlisted(in(the(



service(of(this(foreign(policy.(For(this(purpose(broad(plans(for(expansion(have(been(developed(
and(are(being(implemented(through(diplomacy(and(the(establishment(of(a(system(of(naval(and(
air(bases(stretching(far(beyond(the(boundaries(of(the(United(States,(through(the(arms(race,(and(
through(the(creation(of(ever(newer(types(of(weapons.(

.(.(.(American(leaders(calculated(that(the(United(States(of(America,(if(it(could(avoid(direct(
participation(in(the(war,(would(enter(it(only(at(the(last(minute,(when(it(could(easily(affect(the(
outcome(of(the(war,(completely(ensuring(its(interests.(

In(this(regard(,(it(was(though(that(the(main(competitors(of(the(United(States(would(be(crushed(or(
greatly(weakened(in(the(war,(and(the(United(States(by(virtue(of(this(circumstance(would(assume(
the(role(of(the(most(powerful(factor(in(resolving(the(fundamental(questions(of(the(postwar(world.(

Soviet'Telegram'sent'by'Ambassador'Nikolai'Novikov'to'Soviet'leadership'in'September'1946.'

READING(5(

The(peoples(of(a(number(of(countries(of(the(world(have(recently(had(totalitarian(regimes(forced(
upon(them(against(their(will.(The(government(of(the(United(States(has(made(frequent(protests(
against(coercion(and(intimidation(in(violation(of(the(Yalta(agreement(in(Poland,(Rumania,(and(
Bulgaria.(

At(the(present(moment(in(world(history(nearly(every(nation(must(choose(between(alternative(
ways(of(life.(The(choice(is(too(often(not(a(free(one.(One(way(of(life(is(based(upon(the(will(of(the(
majority,(and(is(distinguished(by(free(institutions,(representative(government,(free(elections,(
guarantees(of(individual(liberty,(freedom(of(speech(and(religion,(and(freedom(from(political(
oppression.(The(second(way(of(life(is(based(upon(the(will(of(a(minority(forcibly(imposed(upon(the(
majority.(It(relies(upon(terror(and(oppression,(a(controlled(press(and(radio,(fixed(elections,(and(
the(suppression(of(personal(freedoms.(

I(believe(that(it(must(be(the(policy(of(the(United(States(to(support(free(peoples(whoa(re(resisting(
attempted(subjugation(.(.(.(I(believe(that(our(help(should(be(primarily(through(economic(and(
financial(aid(which(is(essential(to(economic(stability(and(orderly(political(processes.(The(free(
peoples(of(the(world(look(to(use(for(support(in(maintaining(their(freedoms.(If(we(falter(in(our(
leadership,(we(may(endanger(the(peace(of(the(world(.(.(.(Great(responsibilities(have(been(placed(
upon(us(by(the(swift(movement(of(events.((

Excerpt'from'the'“Truman'Doctrine'Speech,”'delivered'by'President'Truman'to'Congress'on'March'
12,'1947.'

READING(6(
Today(the(ruling(circles(of(the(United(States(and(Great(Britain(head(one(international(grouping(
which(has(as(its(aim(the(consolidation(of(capitalism(and(the(achievement(of(the(domination(
of(these(countries(over(other(peoples.(.(..(Take,(for(example,(the(German(question.(If(in(the(post(
war(period(America(and(Britain(had(adhered(to(all(the(principles—let(us(say,(for(example,the(
democratic(principles—of(the(Yalta(and(Potsdam(conferences(on(the(German(question,(which(
made(possible(and(fruitful(the(collaboration(of(the(great(allies(against(Hitlerite(,Germany,(with(
the(aim(of(liquidating(the(remnants(of(fascism,(then(collaboration(between(the(Soviet(Union,(the(
United(States,(and(Britain(would(also(today(produce(good(results.(But(the(United(States(and(
Britain(have(departed(from(these(democratic(principles(and(have(violated(the(decisions(jointly(



taken.(

(
Soviet'foreign'minister,'V.'M.'Molotov,'"The'Task'of'Our'Time:'Unite'Against'the'Enslavement'of'the'
People,"'broadcast'to'the'Russian'people,'November'6,'1947'

READING(7(
Whether(it(be(the(control(of(atomic(energy,(aggression(against(small(nations,(the(German(or(the(
Austrian(peace(settlements,(or(any(of(the(other(questions,(the(majority(of(nations(concerned(have(
found(a(common(basis(for(action.(But(in(every(case(the(majority(agreement(has(been(rejected,(
denounced,(and(openly(attacked(by(the(Soviet(Union(and(her(satellites(whose(policy(she(
controls....What(the(world(needs(in(order(to(regain(a(sense(of(security(is(an(end(to(Soviet(
obstruction(and(aggression.(

President'Harry'Truman,'Commencement'Address'at'the'University'of'California','June'12,'1948'

QUESTIONS(FOR(DISCUSSION(–(Please(write(up(on(a(separate(sheet(of(paper,(then(find(a(friend(
and(discuss(amongst(yourselves.(
1. (What(were(the(postUwar(goals(of(the(United(States(and(Soviet(Union?(
(
(
(
(
(
(
2.(What(was(the(underlying(source(of(international(tension?(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
3.(Which(of(these(documents(do(you(believe(is(most(trustworthy?(Why?(
(
(
(
(
(
(
4.(If(I(forced(you(–yes,(we(are(talking(sheer,(brutal(force(–(to(conclude(who(was(most(responsible(
for(the(escalating(postwar(tensions(and(the(resulting(“Cold(War”(who(would(you(lay(the(blame(on(
and(why?((Note:(Yes,(I(realize(that(this(is(tantamount(to(a(historical(“he(started(it(.(.(.”,(but(the(
point(is(to(have(a(discussion(about(accountability,(especially(seeing(that(the(resulting(war(was(
not(really(so(“cold”(after(all.(Humor(me.)(


